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Abstract—Although static ranked lists remain the dominant
Web search interface, they can limit the ability of Web
searchers to find desired information when it is buried deep in
the collection of search results. Web search visualization and
Web search personalization are two active research directions
that have shown promise for improving the user experience
while searching the Web. In this paper, we propose three
methods for visually representing information available within
a personalized Web search system: tag clouds, term histograms,
and term lists. These approaches not only describe the personalization model to the searcher, but also support interactive
re-ranking of the search results. While preliminary evaluations
did not find improvements beyond what was achieved with
the personalization system, measures of subjective reactions
showed an increased satisfaction in the search results. These
results indicate that visual and interactive methods can be
valuable for providing searchers with a sense of awareness
and control during the search process.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
As the amount of information on Web continues to grow,
Web search has become an essential tool for people to find
valuable information from among the billions documents
available. While static ranked lists are useful interfaces
when the underlying search engine can ensure that relevant
documents are placed high in the list, they are less effective
for difficult or ambiguous queries that produce search results
that are a mix of relevant and non-relevant documents.
Ranked lists represent the search results in a textual
format. Reading text is a serial processing activity, which
is slow and involves a large amount of mental workload [1].
As such, finding useful information from a ranked list is
both time-consuming and mentally taxing. Moreover, it is
difficult to understand the reason for the ranked order. The
ranked list only tells users that a document high in the list
is better than one low in the list; the reason why it is better
may not be obvious to the searcher.
Another common problem of most Web search systems is
that they do not consider the differences between individual
users. The outcome of the search process relies solely upon
the query. The underlying search engine provides the same
search results for different users when they input the same

query, regardless of their different information needs and
preferences.
Two promising areas of research that have been pursued
to address these shortcomings are visualization and personalization [2]. Visualization approaches provide interactive graphical representations of information relevant to the
search process, with the goal of enhancing the searcher’s
understanding of the underlying features of the search results, and promoting interactive exploration and refinement
activities. Personalization approaches dynamically model the
searcher’s interests, providing a customized ranking of the
search results based on past activities.
In this paper, we explore combining these two approaches
to improve the Web search process. The core personalization
framework in this research is miSearch, a simple yet effective Web search personalization system [3]. It is enhanced
with three different approaches to visually representing the
personalization model: tag clouds, term histograms, and term
lists. Each of these approaches allow the searcher to both see
the reason for the personalized ranking of the search results,
and interactively re-rank the search results based on terms
they feel are important to their information need.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Previous work related to Web search personalization and
Web search visualization is outlined in Section 2. Details
on the three visual enhancements to miSearch are explained
in Section 3. The methods and results of a preliminary user
evaluation are provided in Section 4. The paper concludes
with a summary of what we have learned, and an overview
of future research directions.
II. R ELATED W ORK
A number of different approaches to Web search personalization have been proposed in the literature. While the goal
of providing a personalized ranking of the search results
remains the same, the method by which a mathematical
model of a searcher’s interests is generated can be very
different. Some allow searchers to generate explicit topics
and select what information should be used to generate
the personalization model [4]. An alternate approach is to
generate a single model for each user, based on information
found in documents on the searcher’s computer system [5].

Others have explored methods for capturing both longterm and short-term interests based on the searcher’s Web
browsing activities, and filling in the gaps using information
from similar users [6].
The core personalization system used in this research is
miSearch [3]. It enables individual searchers to maintain
multiple topics of interest, allowing them to choosing the
appropriate one based on their current search needs. The
personalization models are generated and updated automatically as the searcher clicks on documents from the search
results list which they think are important. Evaluations
have found the system to be very effective, even when
selecting as few as two relevant documents from the search
results list. The research question addressed in this paper is
whether miSearch can be further enhanced using visual and
interactive features.
Tag clouds provide a visual representation of a set of
terms, wherein the terms are provided in alphabetical order
and visual features such as size, weight, and colour are used
to encode attributes of the associated terms [7]. Within the
context of Web search, tag clouds have been used to provide
a visual summary of search results [8], to summarize a
collection of documents, showing the differences between
individual documents and the whole collection [9], and to
describe interest models in Web search personalization [4].
Term histograms are an alternate approach to visually
encoding information associated with a collection of terms.
Terms are listed in the order of the key attribute being
represented, and a graphical bar is used to encode this value.
They have been used to visually encode the frequency of
term occurrence within search result sets [10].
Term lists are perhaps the simplest way to show information about a collection of terms. They are generally listed
alphabetically, with no additional information provided other
than the existence of a particular term within the collection.
Term lists have been explored extensively within the context
of interactive query expansion, with mixed results [11]–[13].
III. V ISUAL E NHANCEMENTS TO P ERSONALIZED W EB
S EARCH
Three different visual enhancements to the miSearch Web
search personalization system have been implemented using
the same source of information: the vector-based topic
profiles used by miSearch to produce a personalized reranking of the search results [3]. These topic profiles are
automatically generated by learning the searchers’ interests
in explicitly defined search topics. As searchers click on
documents they believe are relevant, the frequency of the
terms within the title, snippet, and URL are added to
the topic profile vectors. While stemming is used in this
process, the most frequent variant is tracked and used in the
presentation of the terms in each of the visual enhancements
described below.

A. Tag Clouds
Within the tag clouds, terms are organized in alphabetical
order and presented in a compact space. The font size of each
term is used to visually encode the relative vector weight in
the topic profile. Since the range of values in the vector
can be very broad, font size scaling is applied to avoid the
situation where the fonts of high-value terms dwarf those
of low-value terms. This feature is implemented using a log
function, allowing the differences in the font sizes to still be
perceived and decoded, even when there is a large difference
between the highest and lowest values.
A screenshot of the tag cloud representation is shown in
Figure 1(a). The red terms in the tag clouds are those that
are present in the query. By clicking on these red terms, a
searcher can re-rank the search results based on the separate
keywords from the query. The other terms in the tag cloud
are those that exist within the topic profile. These terms may
also be used to re-rank the search results in a similar manner.
Multiple terms can be selected, producing a weighted reranking of the search results. Any term selected for reranking is indicated with a box surrounding the selected
term; de-selection is supported in the same manner as
selection.
B. Term Histograms
Figure 1(b) demonstrates the term histogram approach.
The same information from topic profiles are used, but in
a different layout. The terms in the term histogram are
arranged vertically, in order of the term weight in the topic
profile vector. A graphical bar is provided with each term,
such that the length of the bar encodes the weight of the
associated term. In this way, the high weight terms are listed
on the top, and indicated as such using the longest bar. The
order of terms and the lengths of the bars allow the searcher
to intuitively perceive the relative weight of the terms in the
topic profile and the relative differences between specific
terms.
As with the tag clouds, the terms from the query are
labeled using a red colour, and the selected terms are marked
using enclosing boxes. The same interactive features are
provided, allowing the searcher to select or unselect terms
for re-ranking the search results.
C. Term Lists
The term list is the simplest visual enhancement among
the three, as represented in Figure 1(c). Term lists are
implemented as simple vertical lists of the terms, provided in
alphabetical order. No other information regarding the terms
are provided. As such, the vector weights which are used as
the main information visually encoded in the tag clouds and
term histograms, is absent in term list. Therefore, term list
does not provide any information other than the existence
of a particular term in the topic profile.

is used to indicate terms that are present in the query, and
the same enclosing boxes mark the selected terms.
IV. E VALUATION
The primary objective of the evaluation reported in this
paper is to determine the usefulness and subjective satisfaction of adding visual representations of a searcher’s interest
in specific topics to a Web search personalization framework.
The methods of the study and the results are provided below.
(a) Tag cloud

(b) Term histogram

A. Methods
A set of 12 queries and brief descriptions of the information need were selected from the TREC 2005 Hard
Track1 test collection for their ambiguity. For each of these
queries, the search results were pre-fetched from Yahoo and
assigned a relevance score by a panel of three knowledgeable
searchers. Using each of the three visual extensions of
miSearch, the participants selected all of the terms that they
felt were relevant to the query. The system automatically
calculated the precision (ratio of relevant documents to the
set of the top 10 and 20 documents) based on the reranking that was achieved by the participants’ selections.
Time to task completion and subjective reactions regarding
each method were also be measured.
The study was designed as a 12x3 (search task x interface)
mixed design. The search tasks were assigned betweensubjects to minimize learning effects; the interface was
assigned within-subjects to support direct comparisons. The
order of search task assignment was varied using a Latin
Square approach. The interface exposure occurred in a
round-robin fashion. As a result, each participant ended up
using each of the three interfaces to conduct four different
searches.
Preliminary results from this study include data from six
participants, resulting in a total of 24 searches for each
of the three alternate methods for visually enhancing the
Web search personalization system. Although there is not
sufficient data to perform reliable statistical analysis, trends
within the data have been identified and are discussed below.
B. Results

(c) Term list
Figure 1. Three approaches to the visual representation of a personalization
model. Note that the red font indicates terms that are in the query, and the
box enclosing a term indicates that it has been selected for re-ranking the
search results.

Although the term list encodes no quantitative information
for differentiating the terms, it still provides the same
interactive features as the tag clouds and term histograms.
The search results can be re-ranked by clicking on one or
more terms in the list. Also, the same red colour encoding

With respect to the ability of participants to improve upon
the precision scores achieved by the underlying personalization system, the results were mixed. Some participants were
able to use some of the visual enhancements to achieve an
increased precision among the top 10 and 20 documents for
some search tasks. The choices made by other participants
resulted in a decrease in precision. On average, there was
negligible change in the precision scores, regardless of
whether the tag cloud, term histogram, or term list was used.
In general, there was very little ability to improve upon the
order of the search results beyond what the personalization
system was already doing. This shouldn’t necessarily be
1 http://trec.nist.gov/data/t14

hard.html

considered a negative result, given that the personalization
system was already able to provide significant improvements over what the underlying search engine provided [3].
Further, the lack of difference between the three different
approaches studied may be attributed to the fact that they all
used the same source of information, and all were equally
effective in allowing the searcher to interactively re-rank the
search results.
In terms of the time taken to evaluate and make selections
for re-ranking the search results, on average participants
were fastest using the term histogram (94 seconds), followed
by the tag cloud (116 seconds), and the term list (124 seconds). However, this data was highly variable, and depended
to a great degree upon the skill of the participant and their
familiarity with the search tasks.
If we are unable to improve upon the performance of the
underlying personalized search system, what is the value of
adding such visual and interactive enhancements? Beyond
allowing the searcher to interact with the tag cloud, term
histogram, and term list, these approaches all provided
additional information to the searcher regarding the personalization model that was used to automatically re-rank
the search results. Further, when used interactively, they
provided the searcher with a sense of control over the reranking process. As such, measures of satisfaction with the
search results and interface preference are important.
For each search task, participants were asked to report
their satisfaction with the search results using a five-point
Likert scale, before and after using the assigned interface.
This data was analyzed to determine whether the participant’s satisfaction changed as a result of having used
the interface. The results of this analysis are reported in
Figure 2. A somewhat surprising outcome is that participants
reported an increase in satisfaction more frequently after
having used the simpler and less visual approaches (e.g.,
term list and term histogram). The tag cloud resulted in the
least number of increases in the satisfaction of the search
results, providing evidence that it may be difficult to decode
and use effectively.
Regardless of type of visual approach used to enhance
the personalization system, 63% of the time participants
reported an increase in satisfaction with the search results.
In only 6% of the searches did the participants report
a decrease. This is an important outcome given that the
precision of the search results did not change noticeably. It
provides a strong rationale for presenting the searcher with
some kind of visual representation of the information used
to re-rank the search results and allowing them to have some
control over this process.
At the end of the study, participants were asked to rank
which interface they preferred to use. These results are
reported in Figure 3. Although this ranking was somewhat
mixed, the term histogram was ranked number one most
frequently, followed closely by the term list. The tag cloud

Figure 2. Changes in satisfaction with the search results after using the
three alternate approaches for presenting and interacting with information
present in the personalization model.

Figure 3.

Preference rank for each of the visual enhancements studied.

was the preferred interface for only one participant. This
adds further evidence in favour of using visual approaches
that are easy to understand and decode for enhancing personalization systems.
V. C ONCLUSIONS & F UTURE W ORK
The goal of this paper was to evaluate three different
approaches for enhancing the miSearch Web search personalization system. Tag clouds, term histograms, and term
lists were generated based on information in the personalization model. Participants used these visual and interactive
approaches to re-rank the search results. While in some
cases the precision among the top 10 and 20 search results
increased, in other cases it decreased. On average, there was
virtually no change in the precision of the search results after
using the three different methods.
However, in nearly two-thirds of the cases, the participants
reported an increase in the satisfaction with the search results
set. This result indicates that there is value in proving the
searcher with more awareness and control over what leads to
the ranking of the search results. Although this outcome was
found in the context of enhancing personalized Web search,
it is inline with previous findings in interactive search results
exploration [14].

Contrary to our expectations, participants in this study did
not prefer the tag cloud approach to representing information
from the personalization model. We had hypothesized that
the compact representation and subtle visual encoding would
have been well-received. Instead, the participants reported a
more frequent increase in satisfaction, and a higher preference rank for the term histogram and term list methods. It
appears that these simpler approaches are easier to decode,
interpret, and use in this context.
We are currently in the process of quadrupling the number
of participants in the study. This will allow us to analyze
the results on a per-task basis to further understand the
conditions under which improvements can be achieved.
Further study of the reasons searchers might prefer one
method to another is also warranted. A longitudinal study
of these approaches under real-world search conditions will
provide further insight into the value of the approaches for
people conducting their regular search tasks and generating
their own personalization models.
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